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1 E XPLANATION OF PROGRAM AND M OTIVATION
After attempting several techniques and running comparisons among the various players
created (please see appropriate section for details), a modified depth limited search player
was found to have the highest rate of winning and the fastest decision rate. The motivation
behind using this technique (other than the fact that it outperformed all other players) was
due to the AI’s ability to choose complex hop sequences which would result in a winning board.
An example of this can be seen in Figure 1. However, given a longer time period for thinking
about moves (more than 1 second), perhaps the Monte Carlo player or the Mini-Max player
developed would have been chosen.

Figure 1.1: A sequence of moves going backwards and around to find a better placement,
highlighted with a purple circle.
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1.1 H EURISTIC
The heuristic used for all players took into account domain knowledge to improve the performance of the players. For the base of the heuristic, the Manhattan distance to the goal base
was subtracted from 32 (the highest Manhattan distance possible) for each piece and added to
the cumulative score.
As incentive for keeping pieces in the base once they arrive, the number of pieces in the
goal base multiplied by a constant factor is added to the score. To make sure that all pieces
leave the home base as soon as possible to avoid losing the game, a weighted penalty is subtracted from the overall score for each piece in the home base. Lastly, a reward for staying
closer to the diagonal between team bases is given to promote creating “ladders” between
teams. At first another penalty was added for any piece which does not have another piece on
its team in the surrounding area, but this proved to be detrimental to the winning rate and
thus was removed.
To determine the best heuristic, each addition of reward/penalty/weight was tested by competing a player with the previous heuristic against the same player with the added penalty. If
the new addition resulted in significant increases in winning rates, it was kept.

1.2 T HE F INAL A LGORITHM
The final algorithm used is essentially a modified greedy depth-limited search, where the limit
is different between hops and normal moves. The algorithm iterates through each possible
move of the first given board. If the move is a hop, it proceeds to a reasonable given depth to
get the final state and evaluate this using the above heuristic. At each depth a comparison
is made to the best score so far, so that if a certain depth is of greater score than later on in
the sequence, the move ends there. Though there is functionality to go to a greater depth for
non-hop moves, the large branching factor resulted in significant performance impacts and as
such was not used for the final product.
The algorithm is greedy in that it takes the best next move with the greatest valued final
board state. This obviously favors jumps as jumps are always extended to a greater depth for
the evaluation state.

1.3 P RO /C ONS
This approach is extremely good at finding long jump sequences that place pieces in the goal
state. This allows for moves that many other players would not find (such as best first search or
certain implementations of Minimax and Monte Carlo search). Additionally, the heuristic used
generally keeps pieces from straying too far from one another, resulting in fewer straggling
pieces toward the end of the game. However, there are also several down sides to this approach.
There are still some stragglers left. Though an attempt was made to add a weighted penalty
for straying too far from a friendly piece in the heuristic, this underperformed when facing a
similar player with a heuristic lacking this penalty and as such was omitted. Other attempts to
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keep pieces from falling behind also proved unsuccessful (mostly in modifying the heuristic).
Additionally, the game player does not look for a “real” long term game plan. For example,
it does not set up hop sequences purposefully, such as ladder sequences. By nature of the
heuristic though, the pieces stay toward the diagonal so these ladder sequences happen by
consequence of this without a “real” long-term game plan.

2 M OTIVATION AND P REVIOUS A PPROACHES
2.1 M OTIVATION
The motivation for the modified greedy depth-limited search approach was to find the best
hop sequences, no matter which direction the player went on the first hop. For example, with
a greedy best-first limited search, the player would not look at a backwards hop first, if at
all, and as such could potentially miss a hop sequence that goes backwards but then wraps
around to the goal state. The current version of the algorithm actually finds and chooses these
moves. Additionally, the speed of this approach versus others in choosing a move greatly aided
in making sure that the player did not reach the time limit.

2.2 P REVIOUS A PPROACHES
In the /pr evi ous directory of the source folder there are several other players that were developed and tested against one another to try and find the best one. The first player that
was developed was a player that utilized Alpha-Beta pruning to try to find the best move.
At first the heuristic was modified such that it took all players into account (such that an
opponents move would actually lower the given players score for the min layer). However,
the large branching factor of Minimax resulted in a maximum depth of 4 (i.e. only the next
turn of the current player) which took several seconds to compute. Even then, the result was
not always favorable. After trying to decrease the branching factor through added pruning
(opponent’s moves were chosen at random toward the beginning/end of the game as they don’t
affect the player), the results were still too slow for the given time limit for any significant depth.
After this the previously described greedy player was created which preformed well. Then the
greedy player was modified with a pseudo-Monte Carlo rollout stage for each move adding
to the weight of the score. So for each move, the heuristic score was found. Then several
random games were played until a certain depth and the final average of all the random games
from that state was weighted and added to the heuristic score. This actually decreased the
performance of the greedy player in most scenarios (though in one trial it did in fact beat the
greedy player, but this could not be recreated due to the random nature of the rollout).
A “real” Monte Carlo search player was then attempted. A Monte Carlo search tree was
kept in memory and ran through the 4 phases of Monte Carlo search (Descent, Rollout, Update,
Growth). When choosing a move, the previous nodes were nullified for clean up by the Garbage
Collector and when the players chose their turns, the current node was updated to match the
real state of the board. In this way some of the next states could be precomputed. Though this
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worked fairly well for a lower number of iterations (around 100), it still did not beat the greedy
player. A higher number of iterations resulted in heap overflows because the garbage collector
could not keep up.

3 I MPROVEMENTS
Part of the reason many of the other approaches wouldn’t work as well (and why the current
player did not see very far into the future), was due to the time limitations for choosing a
move. Perhaps by lowering down the amount of memory that a board takes up, or creating
a smaller representation of a board for Monte Carlo, larger amounts of rollouts could have
worked. Or by excessively pruning the second layer of moves, the given player could have
gone to much greater depth for non-hop moves also to try and setup smarter hop sequences
later on. Though this pruning was attempted, it did not benefit the player in any significant
way. Perhaps a better approach overall would have been to optimize all code to the bit level to
make a much more efficient approaching to handling so many branches. In this way, Monte
Carlo or Minimax may have outperformed the greedy player.
With optimizations for the Board representation or added pruning perhaps the Greedy player
could have gone to a much greater depth, resulting in a winning strategy. However, due to
the nature of the Project setup and time constraints (the CCBoard object, etc.), these optimizations were not attempted. Perhaps by storing just a move for Monte Carlo rather than a
board and ranking a CCMove rather than a whole CCBoard with the heuristic, the time and
space complexity could have gone down. However, this would leave only a limited view of the
playing field and would decrease the effectiveness of the heuristic.
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